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Abstract. Computational heuristics are the primary methods for reconstruction of phylogenetic trees
on large datasets. Most large-scale phylogenetic analyses produce numerous trees that are equivalent
for some optimization criteria. Even using the best heuristics, it takes significant amount of time to
obtain optimal trees in simulation experiments. When biological data are used, the score of the optimal
tree is not known. As a result, the heuristics are either run for a fixed (long) period of time, or until
some measure of a lack of improvement is achieved. It is unclear, though, what is a good criterion
for measuring this lack of improvement. However, often it is useful to represent the collection of best
trees so far in a compact way to allow scientists to monitor the reconstruction progress. Consensus and
agreement trees are common such representations. Using existing static algorithms to produce these
trees increases an already lengthy computational time substantially. In this paper we present efficient
online algorithms for computing strict and majority consensi and the maximum agreement subtree.
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Introduction

Reconstruction of the evolutionary history (phylogeny) of a set of organisms is one of the fundamental
problems in biology. Computational heuristics are the primary methods of phylogeny reconstruction on
large datasets (for example [3, 6, 7, 16, 22, 23, 26]). Most large-scale phylogenetic analyses (including Bayesian
methods) produce numerous trees that are equivalent for some optimization criteria (such as maximum
parsimony or maximum likelihood). Even using the best heuristics, it takes significant amount of time to
obtain optimal trees in simulation experiments. As the number of taxa increases, the running time of various
heuristics increases substantially. When biological data are used, the score of the optimal tree is not known.
Therefore, at any given point in running the heuristic, we do not know whether the current best score can
be improved if the program is run for longer time. As a result, the heuristics are either run for a fixed (long)
period of time, or “long enough” until some measure of a lack of improvement is achieved (e.g. tree scores do
not improve). It is unclear, though, what is a good criterion for measuring this lack of improvement (one such
recently proposed criterion is the small topological difference between the majority consensus of the best and
the second best trees so far [28]). However, to allow scientists to monitor the reconstruction progress, often
it is useful to represent the collection of the best trees so far in a compact way. Consensus and agreement
trees are common such representations.
The existing static consensus and agreement methods take time polynomial in the number of input trees,
multiplied by the number of taxa, to compute a single tree. Repeating this computation at every iteration of
a phylogeny reconstruction heuristic, when a new tree is added to the set of best-scoring trees, is impractical.
Such approach would significantly slow down an already lengthy computation. The only way to avoid this
repetitive computational penalty is to update the consensus tree iteratively, using an on-line algorithm. This
paper introduces on-line algorithms for computing the two most common types of consensus trees, strict and
majority, and the maximum agreement subtree. The consensus and binary tree agreement algorithms are
efficient, robust, and are simple to implement. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper explicitly
addressing the issue of designing on-line algorithms for computing consensus and agreement of phylogenetic
trees.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides basic definitions and a description of
consensus and agreement techniques. The algorithms for on-line strict and majority consensus are given in
Sections 3 and 4, respectively. The algorithm for online maximum agreement subtree is given in Section 5.
Conclusions and directions of future work are discussed in Section 6.
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Definitions

Taxon is the representation of the biological entity for which a phylogeny is desired. We denote the set of
taxa by S = {s1 , ..., sn } and let n denote the number of taxa.
A (rooted) phylogenetic or evolutionary tree is a (rooted) tree with every internal (non-leaf and non-root)
node of degree at least three and the leaves labeled by taxa. We denote a particular tree by T . Unless
otherwise specified, a “tree” refers to a “phylogenetic tree”. A tree is binary or fully resolved if every internal
node has degree exactly three.
A bipartition is a pair of subsets of taxa defined uniquely by the deletion of an edge in a tree. We denote
a bipartition by A|B where A, B ⊆ S, B = S − A, and the set of all the bipartitions of a tree T by C(T ).
A collection of bipartitions is compatible if there exists a tree T such that the set of its bipartitions, C(T ),
is exactly the given collection. A set of bipartitions is compatible if and only if it is pairwise compatible
[10, 11]. A pair of bipartitions A1 |B1 and A2 |B2 is compatible if and only if at least one of the intersections
A1 ∩ A2 , A1 ∩ B2 , B1 ∩ A2 , or B1 ∩ B2 is empty [5, 19]. A pair of clades A1 and A2 is compatible if and only if
A1 ∩ A2 ∈ {A1 , A2 , ∅}. Determining whether a collection of m bipartitions over a set of n taxa is compatible
can be done in O(mn) time [15, 27].
A consensus method is a technique that combines a collection of trees (called a profile) on the same set
of taxa into a single tree representative of the profile for some criteria. We denote the number of trees in a
profile by k.
Strict consensus [20] is the most conservative of the consensus methods and produces a tree with only
those bipartitions that are common to all the trees in the profile. That is, given a profile T1 , ..., Tk over a
set of taxa S, the strict consensus tree SC(T1 , ..., Tk ) is the tree uniquely defined by the set of bipartitions
C(SC) = ∩ki=1 C(Ti ). The strict consensus tree of k trees can be computed in time O(kn) [9].
A majority rule [2, 18, 20, 25], consensus tree is defined by the set of bipartitions that appear in more
than half of the trees in the profile. That is, given a profile T1 , ..., Tk over a set of taxa S, the majority
rule consensus tree M RC(T1 , ..., Tk ) is the tree uniquely defined by the set of bipartitions C(M RC) =
{π, s.t. |{π ∈ C(Ti ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k}| > k/2}. The majority consensus tree always exists and is unique. The
majority consensus tree of k trees can be computed in time O(kn) [21].
A subtree of T induced by a subset of taxa R ⊆ S is a phylogenetic tree on the leaves labeled by R that
contains only the paths in T between the leaves in R and the degree 2 nodes removed. We denote such a
subtree T |R .
Given a collection of k trees T1 , T2 , ..., Tk with the leaves labeled by S1 , S2 , ..., Sk respectively, an agreement
subtree is a subtree induced by a set L ⊆ S = ∩ki=1 Si such that T1 |L = T2 |L = ... = Tk |L . Maximum agreement
subtree, denoted M AST (T1, ..., Tk ) is an agreement subtree with the maximum size of the set L [13]. There
can be exponentially many (in the number of leaves) MAST for a given collection of trees [17].
A rooted triple is a binary subtree of a rooted phylogenetic tree induced by three leaves. If the leaves are
labeled by a, b, c and a and b have a common ancestor which is not the root of the subtree, it is denoted by
ab|c. The set of all the rooted triples of a tree T is denoted by r(T ). A subtree induced by three leaves in
which all the leaves have the subtree root as their least common ancestor is called a fan and is denoted by
(abc). The set of all the fans of a tree T is denoted by f (T ).
A quartet is a binary subtree of an unrooted phylogenetic tree induced by four leaves. We denote the
quartet by its (unique) bipartition. The set of all the quartets of a tree T is denoted by q(T ). A subtree
induced by four leaves with a single internal node is called a star and is denoted by (abcd), The set of all
the stars of a tree T is denoted by s(T ).
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Online Strict Consensus

First, for the sake of completeness, we present the simple online algorithms for the strict consensus. The strict
consensus tree contains bipartitions common to all the source trees. That is, if SC is the strict consensus
tree of the set of source trees T1 , T2 , ..., Tk , then
C(SC) = ∩ki=1 C(Ti ).
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We formulate the on-line strict consensus problem as follows.
Input: A set of evolutionary trees T1 , T2 , ..., Ti , ..., Tk arriving online one at a time. All the trees are over
the same set of leaves S = {s1 , ..., sn }.
Output: At each step i we wish to maintain the strict consensus tree SCi of the trees T1 , ..., Ti .
Solution: The strict consensus tree contains only those bipartitions that appear in all the source trees.
Hence, given a strict consensus tree of the first i − 1 trees, SCi−1 , the strict consensus tree of the first i trees
is the strict consensus of SCi−1 and Ti . That is,
i−1
C(SCi ) = ∩ij=1 C(Tj ) = ∩j=1
C(Tj ) ∩ C(Ti ) = C(SCi−1 ) ∩ C(Ti ).

The intersection of the sets of bipartitions of SCi−1 and Ti can be computed in Θ(n) time.
Since it takes O(n) time to process the tree Ti , this solution is time-optimal. A tree is uniquely defined by
a set of its (compatible) bipartitions and can be computed in linear time [15, 27]. Thus, there is no additional
space requirements beyond storing the set of O(n) bipartitions of the current consensus tree.
This algorithm is essentially Day’s strict consensus algorithm [9] (assuming that the number of bits used
to store each bipartition is O(log n). It can also be viewed as a repetitive application of Day’s algorithm,
which takes O(kn) time to compute the strict consensus of k trees. Thus, we have shown that the following
statement is true.

Proposition 1. The time it takes to compute the strict consensus tree SCi with the arrival of each new tree
Ti is O(n) and the total time to compute the strict consensus tree of k trees online is O(kn) and is optimal.
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Online Majority Consensus

The majority rule tree contains those bipartitions that appear in more than half of the source trees. That
is, if M is the majority consensus tree of the set of source trees T1 , T2 , ..., Tk , then
A|B ∈ C(M ) if and only if |{C(Ti ) s.t. A|B ∈ C(Ti )}| >

k
.
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The solution for the on-line majority consensus is slightly more complicated than that for the strict
consensus.
Input: A set of evolutionary trees T1 , T2 , ..., Ti , ..., Tk arriving online one at a time. All the trees are over
the same set of leaves S = {s1 , ..., sn }.
Output: At each step i we wish to maintain the majority consensus tree Mi of the trees T1 , ..., Ti .
Solution: We maintain a set of bipartitions that have appeared in all the trees seen so far. For each
bipartition we keep a count of the number of trees it has appeared in up to this point. The majority tree
at any point, by definition, is the collection of bipartitions that have appeared in the majority of the trees.
When a new tree Ti arrives, we update the count on all the bipartitions that appear in that tree. If any of
these now make the majority, we add them to the majority tree Mi . We check the counts on the bipartitions
that were in the previous majority tree Mi−1 . If any of the bipartitions now drop below the majority, then
we remove them from the majority tree. Below is the formal description of the algorithm.
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Algorithm OnlineMajority
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

C =∅
FOR each new tree Ti DO
FOR each bipartition c ∈ C(Ti ) DO
IF c ∈
/ C THEN
C = C ∪ {c}
count(c) = 0
count(c) + +
IF count(c) > i/2 THEN
C(Mi ) = C(Mi−1 ) ∪ {c}
FOR each bipartition c ∈ C(Mi−1 ) DO
IF count(c) ≤ i/2 THEN
C(Mi ) = C(Mi−1 ) − {c}
Build the tree Mi from C(Mi )
RETURN Mi

Line 3 is a Depth First Search (DFS) traversal of the tree Ti . The FOR loop is executed in the order of the
finish times of the DFS for the nodes associated with the bipartitions. The set of bipartitions is maintained
using any efficient implementation of a set with a SEARCH operation (a dictionary). The correctness and
the time complexity of the algorithm are discussed below.
4.1

Correctness of the Online Majority Algorithm

Proposition 2. Given a majority tree Mi−1 and a new tree Ti , only the bipartitions inMi−1 or in Ti can
be in the new majority tree Mi :
C(Mi ) ⊆ C(Mi−1 ) ∪ C(Ti )
Proof. The count of any bipartition which is not in Mi−1 was at most (i − 1)/2 < i/2. If this bipartition is
not in Ti then the number of trees it appears in has not increased with the arrival of Ti . Thus, it cannot be
in Mi .
With the arrival of a new tree T − i the algorithm checks the count of every bipartition in C(Mi−1 ) ∪ C(Ti )
and retains only those whose count is greater than i/2. Thus, at every step i the tree T contains only the
bipartitions that appear in the majority of trees, therefore, by definition, T is the majority consensus tree
of the trees so far.
4.2

Running Time of the Online Majority Algorithm

Lemma 1. The time it takes to compute the majority consensus tree Mi with the arrival of each new tree Ti is
O(n×f (n)), where f (n) is the time of the SEARCH operation of a dictionary data structure implementation.
Proof. We use several data structures to store the information. The underlying dictionary data structure is
discussed below. The bipartitions of the current majority tree in addition are stored in a linked list (although
not duplicated) with a pointer to the root (or the head of the linked list) which is null if the bipartition is
not in the current tree.
As we mention above, each new arriving tree Ti is traversed using DFS and the bipartitions are processed
in the order of their completion times. When each new bipartition is processed, the time it takes to check
whether it is in the current set of bipartitions C (line 4) depends on the implementation of the dictionary
structure. Since the bipartitions in the majority tree have a pointer to the non-null root, it takes constant
additional time to check whether that bipartition is in the current majority tree as well. If the bipartition is
not in the current majority tree, we add it to the linked list (in constant time, after the head) and update its
root pointer. After we finish processing the Ti tree, we traverse the linked list of the majority tree, discarding
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the bipartitions whose count is less than the majority. Again, we use a linear time algorithm [15, 27] to build
the tree in line 13. Thus, the total time for lines 7–14 is O(n). Therefore, the total time for each new tree is
O(n × f (n)), where f (n) is the time of the SEARCH operation for a dictionary data structure and depends
on the implementation.
Theorem 1. The time it takes to compute the majority consensus tree Mi with the arrival of each new tree
Ti is at most O(n) and the total time to compute the majority consensus tree of k trees online is O(kn) and
is optimal.
Proof. From Lemma 1 the time needed to compute the majority consensus with the arrival of each new tree
is O(n × f (n)), where f (n) is the time of the SEARCH operation of a dictionary data structure. A standard
implementation of a dictionary data structure is a hash table. Given a uniform universal hash function with
h keys, the expected SEARCH time to access a table with s items is at most O(1 + s/h). In our case, s = |C|
is the total number of bipartitions in k trees, which is at most kn. Making h a constant fraction of s gives
a constant expected time SEARCH operation, albeit with a possibly high constant. Thus, the total running
time for recomputing majority consensus using a hash table is O(n) with O(|C|) space requirements. The
O(n) running time is optimal since it takes O(n) time process the input of a new tree and the O(|C|) space
is necessary. For a detailed implementation of a hashing table for bipartitions see Amenta et al. [21]. Notice
that for k trees the running time of our algorithm and Amenta et al.’s algorithm is the same O(kn). Thus
we provide yet another optimal linear time algorithm for majority consensus, either online or off line.
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Online Maximum Agreement Subtree

Maximum agreement subtree (MAST) represents yet another valuable piece of information about a collection
of trees. It shows how much of the phylogenetic information is common to all the trees in the input. It looks
at all the phylogenetic relationships, not only the bipartitions. We formulate the online version of the MAST
problem as follows.
Input: A set of evolutionary trees T1 , T2 , ..., Ti , ..., Tk arriving online one at a time. All the trees are over
the same set of leaves S = {s1 , ..., sn }.
Output: At each step i we wish to maintain a maximum agreement subtree M ASTi of the trees T1 , ..., Ti .
MAST of two arbitrary trees is polynomial [14, 24] and for two binary trees Cole et al. [8] present an
O(n lg n) algorithm. For an arbitrary collection of k ≥ 3 trees the offline MAST problem is NP-hard [1].
However, it is fixed parameter tractable. When the degree of even one tree in the input is bounded by d,
both Bryant [4] and Farach et al. [12] present an O(kn3 + nd ) offline algorithm.
5.1

Greedy Online MAST

The simplest online algorithm is, of course, a greedy one:
M ASTi = M AST (M ASTi−1, Ti ).
This algorithm is polynomial and for k trees its running time is O(kf (n)), where f (n) is the running time for
the MAST of two trees. However, when M ASTi is not unique we must make a decision which tree to retain.
We cannot retain all the trees since there may be exponentially many of them. We show that retaining the
wrong tree may have a dramatic effect on the size of subsequent agreement subtrees.
Proposition 3. The greedy algorithm for the online MAST problem can produce trees with unbounded size
ratio with respect to the optimal tree.
Proof. Consider the following example described in Figure 1. The input trees T1 , T2 , T3 arrive in order. There
are three M AST (T1 , T2 ) trees, all with 3 leaves. However, if the algorithm chooses M AST2 = ((13)4) then
M AST3 has three leaves (and is optimal), while if M AST2 = ((12)4) or M AST2 = ((23)4) then M AST3 is
empty. Now consider the case when instead of the leaves there are subtrees of size t each. In this case, all
the choices for M AST2 are of size 3t. However, one of them produces a M AST3 of size 3t, while the other
5
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Fig. 1. An example of a choice of MAST in earlier stages of the greedy algorithm affecting the outcome of the later
stages.
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Fig. 2. The input trees T1 , T2 , T3 with the structure of the tree recursively repeated at every leaf.

two result in a M AST3 of size 2t. We can now recursively build the subtrees 1, 2, 3, and 4, each a copy of
the structure of the larger tree. Figure 2 shows the first level of the recurrence. After j levels of the recursive
j
structure being repeated, there are 33 +1 possible M AST2 trees, each with 3j+1 t leaves. However, only one
of them gives rise to the M AST3 with 3j+1 t leaves, while others produce M AST3 with only 2j+1 t leaves.
Thus the wrong choice of a M ASTi by the algorithm at an earlier stage can arbitrarily badly affect the size
of M ASTk .
5.2

Online MAST Algorithm

As we have mentioned, we cannot retain all the MAST trees at every stage of the algorithm. Recomputing
MAST in a straight forward way when every new tree Ti arrives is too expensive: it increases the computational time by a factor of k. Instead, we modify a MAST algorithm to maintain a structure that allows to
compute M ASTi at every stage. Specifically, we will follow Bryant’s algorithm [4, page 180] for computing
MAST. The algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm that relies on the following fact ([4], Lemma
6.6), which we restate here.
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Lemma 2. A tree T is an agreement subtree of T1 , ..., Ti if and only if
r(T ) ⊆ Ri =

i
\

r(Tj ) and f (T ) ⊆ Fi =

i
\

f (Tj ).

j=1

j=1

Note that using the property of intersection for any collection of sets A1 , ..., Ai
i
\

Aj =

j=1

i−1
\

Aj ∩ Ai ,

j=1

it is easy to maintain the sets Ri and Fi online greedily.
For the simplicity of the discussion we also restate Bryant’s algorithm here.
Algorithm BryantMAST(a, b)
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

IF a = b THEN RETURN 1
Construct:
A ← {x : ax|b ∈ R} ∪ {a}
B ← {x : by|a ∈ R} ∪ {b}
C ← {z : (azb) ∈ F }
Choose x∗ ∈ A that maximizes M AST (a, x∗ )
Choose y ∗ ∈ B that maximizes M AST (b, y ∗)
FOR (each z ∈ C) DO
Choose z ∗ ∈ {z ′ ∈ C : zz ′|a ∈ R} ∪ {z} that maximizes M AST (z, z ∗)
Construct a weighted graph G = (V, E)
V = C, (v, w) ∈ E ⇔ (avw) ∈ F , w(v) = M AST (v, v ∗ )
Choose maximum weight clique Q in G
P
RETURN M AST (a, x∗ ) + M AST (b, y ∗) + z∈Q M AST (z, z ∗)

The algorithm fills in an n × n matrix of all leaf pairs with the sizes of the respective MASTs. The actual
MAST can be reconstructed from this matrix using the standard dynamic programming trace of computation.
The running time of Bryant’s algorithm is O(kn3 + nd ), where all trees have the maximum degree at least
d. When even one tree is binary (a common case when the input trees are a result of a tree reconstruction
heuristic), then there is no set F and the algorithm reduces to steps 1, 2 (sets A and B only), 3, 4, and 8.
The running time in this case is O(kn3 ), which is the time it takes to construct the set R.
We are now ready to state and analyze the online MAST algorithm.
Theorem 2. Let the input trees T1 , ..., Ti , ..., Tk have the corresponding maximum degrees d1P
, ..., di , ..., dk
k
and let mini = min1≤i≤k di . The MAST of these k trees can be maintained online in O(kn3 + i=1 nmini )
time.
Before we prove Theorem 2, we state an important corollary.
Corollary 1. If the tth input tree
the first binary tree in the input then the MAST of these k trees can
Pis
t
be maintained online in O(kn3 + i=1 nmini ). Specifically, if the first tree of the input is binary, the MAST
of k trees can be maintained online in O(kn3 ).
Proof. To maintain M ASTi online, we use Bryant’s algorithm stated earlier. When a new tree Ti with the
maximum degree di arrives we update the sets Ri and Fi of the common triples and fans using the intersection
property:
R ← R ∩ r(Ti ), F ← F ∩ f (Ti )
Note, that the vertices of Ti of degree greater than mini−1 do not contribute fans to the intersection and
hence the set F is limited by the smallest di so far. We then update the MAST matrix using Bryant’s
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algorithm. To maintain the structure needed to compute the MAST, we need to maintain the sets A, B,
and C for every pair of vertices. Let us examine what can happen to those sets as a new tree Ti arrives. As
we are computing the new R, some triples may be eliminated from the set. This would possibly eliminate
elements from the sets A and B. If this happens and those elements were the elements x∗ and y ∗ (lines 3,
4) that maximize the corresponding MASTs, new maxima need to be found. However, recalculating the sets
A and B and choosing new maxima takes O(n). Thus, redoing the procedure for each for each vertex pair
would take O(n3 ) time and, hence, would not increase the (asymptotic) running time over k input trees.
When the minimum maximum degree in first i trees is mini > 2, the most computationally expensive
step of the offline algorithm is line 7. The lines 5 and 6 still take O(n) time for each pair, O(n3 ) total for
a new tree. However, any time a fan is deleted from the set F , both a vertex and an edge can potentially
be removed from the graph G for every vertex pair. Moreover, the vertex weights need to be recomputed.
Thus, we need to recompute the maximum weight clique S, possibly from scratch, for every pair, for every
new tree. The maximum degree of the graph G is no greater than the maximum size of a fan in the set F ,
that is at most mini at the time M ASTi is calculated. Thus, the line 7 adds O(nmini −2 ) running time to
the algorithm per vertex pair, O(nmini ) total for each new tree Ti .
Thus, the total time to compute M ASTi online using Bryant’s algorithm is O(n3 + nmini ) adding up to
Pk
the total of O(kn3 + i=1 nmini ) for k trees.
The arrival of a binary tree Tt sets F = ∅, therefore all the calculations related to the set C from then
on are eliminated and only the lines 1,2,3,4, and 8 are executed. Thus, the computational time from that
point on P
for each new tree is O(n3 ). Therefore, the total computational time for k trees in this case is
t
3
O(kn + i=1 nmini ). When t = 1 this, of course, becomes O(kn3 ).
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Conclusions

Phylogeny reconstruction heuristics on biological data cannot recognize when an optimal or a “true” tree is
produced. Thus, they need to use some criteria for termination. Initial experiments show [28] that the lack
of difference between the consensus of the trees with the top score and the trees with the second best score
may be a good criterion. To use these criteria, we need to have algorithms that maintain consensus of a
sequence of trees on-line, as the new trees are generated by a heuristic. Another or additional option is to
rely on expert knowledge to determine when the reconstruction process has been run sufficiently long. For
this, scientists need to monitor the progress of the reconstruction presented in a meaningful and compact
way. Consensus and agreement trees are common such representations. We have proposed and analyzed
algorithms for the on-line computation of strict and majority consensus trees and maximum agreement
subtree. We have shown that the on-line strict and majority consensus algorithms are time and spaceoptimal. Thus these easy to implement algorithms can be used to maintain stopping criteria or monitor
the reconstruction progress without substantially increasing the overall running time of the heuristic search.
Finally, we have also proposed an online maximum agreement subtree algorithm which does not increase the
overall computational time with respect to the best known offline algorithms.
Clearly, we need experimental results to verify that the algorithms are efficient in practice. The ultimate
goal is to develop a suite of tools that allow compact and efficient online representation of the various aspects
of the collections of trees arising in the phylogenetic reconstruction process.
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